
 
 

Subject: Computing & Business Year 8 Curriculum Overview 2018-2019 
   

Half Term 1 
ICT: Game 

Design 

Subject Content / Knowledge 

Pupils will create a game that is based on a given brief using specialist programming software. The Below areas will be covered in this                        
unit:  

● Planning (through the use of  mind maps) 
● Reviewing current games  
● Designing and creating storyboards 
● Using graphic editing software  
● Using game maker software   
● Organizing folder structures.  
● Evaluation.  

Skills  

All pupils will be able to use and identify what planning and development is needed to create a game. Pupils will also have produces a 
game which meet a specified purpose and target audiences.  

Most pupils will  be able to understand and describe the effect that their game had on a wider audience. Pupils will also have produces a 
set game that show some awareness of audiences and purpose as well as being able to review their progress.  
Most able pupils will show the ability to critically review and analyses how there games has affected the desired target audiences. Pupils 
will also have produces a game that show an astute awareness of audiences and purpose as well as being able to review their progress. 

Assessment Formative assessment of algorithms and peer assessment of completed game 

Half Term 2 
CS: Python 

& Sense 
Hats 

Subject Content / Knowledge 

This is a practical unit, where pupils develop and enhance their Computing and programming skills and capability in Python. Pupils build 
on what they have learned in year 7 through using the same language but with the Raspberry Pi Single board computer. They work with a 
range of commands to produce effective program and solutions to a client brief.  

● Algorithms 
● Programing skills 
● Program development  
● Testing and Debugging  

Skills 

All pupils will  recall and understand the basic input and output python commands.   

Most pupils  will design a program using a flow chart and create a program using basic python commands which runs on a Raspberry Pi 

and Sense hat..  

Most able pupils will develop a fully tested program that has been effectively debugged, using advanced commands which fully meets 

the clients brief. 

Assessment Summative assessment through an end of topic exam.  
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Half Term 3 
& 4 

ICT: Web 
Design 

Subject Content / Knowledge 
Pupils use web technology and web design theory to design and create a website for a given scenario. Pupils will develop sufficient 
understanding of web theory and technology to create and evaluate an efficient and effective website. 

Skills 

All pupils will create basic designs for their website and develop these into a fully working basic web page that includes some content 
such as text and images which is suited to the target audience and purpose.  
Most pupils will  create designs which demonstrate how they have understood the needs of an audience and purpose of the site in 
relation to the brief. Pupils will create a multipage website that includes suitable content, graphics, hyperlinks and some HTML elements.  
Most able pupils will  create detailed designs which are well labelled and clearly show good consideration for the users needs and site 
purpose. The pupil will use these designs to develop a multipage website that includes suitable content, graphics, hyperlinks and 
advance features. All content comes from a variety of sources which the pupil has carefully considered copyright boundaries, referencing 
where applicable. Pupils will be able to reflect critically in order to make improvements. 

Assessment Formative assessment of the website project against the key criteria. 

Half Term 5 
CS: 

Networking 

Subject Content / Knowledge 

This unit of work is an introduction to the concept of computer networks. Pupils will learn about: 
● the purpose of networks 
● the advantages and disadvantages of networks 
● the hardware needed to create a network 
● network topologies 
● LANs and WANs 
● Data packets and routing 
● Physical connection examples in everyday life (office and home networking) 

Skills 

All pupils will have an understanding for what a network is and the two common types of networks. Pupils will be able to demonstrate how 
data travels through networks. 
Most pupils will  be able to discuss the purpose of networks using real life examples, consider different networking equipment and 
topologies 
Most able pupils will  analyse the advantages and disadvantages to networks whilst investigating real life networking. Pupils will also 
understand how their home/school network is connected including the names and purposes for the equipment used.  

Assessment Summative assessment through an end of topic exam.  

Half Term 6 
CS: Intro to 

AI and 
Robotics 

Subject Content / Knowledge 

Pupils will explore the new world of Artificial Intelligence through web based research to identify what AI is, where it began, how AI is 
becoming more developed and what technical singularity is. By the end of the unit pupils will have built an understanding for the technical 
evolution of AI whilst improving their independence, research skills and extended writing. This unit concludes with investigative learning 
with the use of Edison Robots for a 4 week programming challenge.  

Skills 

All pupils will be able to Identify examples of AI, where AI began (imitation game,Eliza), how AI is portrayed in fiction within a basic written 
essay with some errors in SPAG.  
Most pupils will be able to discuss how Eliza works, the concepts of AI, technical singularity and the use of CAPTCHA in an essay which is 
mostly accurate and has reasonably well used SPAG  
More able pupils will be able to evaluate how CAPTCHA works to disarm Turing's theories, how technical singularity can have an impact 
on our everyday lives through legal and ethical implications and possible future events where AI could be used for both good and bad. 
This will be in a well written essay with little or no mistakes in SPAG. 

Assessment 
Formative assessment (Essay - peer assessed and teacher assessed) and Summative assessment (end of unit exam - self marking on 
google) 
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